the next generation
of training programs
promote connections
and engagement

inspire participation
Create and
implement
a brand
and internal
marketing
campaign

(Through a Mobile Program Platform)
Engage in social
learning and peer
mentoring

Access and
provide
feedback

Prepare and
certify program
stakeholders for
their role to ensure
a valuable and
consistent experience

Promote an
inclusive
environment

Prepare, support, and equip
leaders to champion the programs

track progress
and performance

Complete all
assessments
and evaluations
Keep informed
on process
and progress

!

Leverage
videos and
testimonials to
highlight success
stories, create
awareness and
set expectations

Build a network of
peers, leaders and
experts

Complete all
preparation activities

(In the Programs &
Opportunities for Growth)

(Through Technology and Feedback)

Create prerequisite learning
to ensure readiness
and track performance

Access all program resources on demand
Implement dynamic,
customizable,
and trackable
learning plans

heighten the experience
(Through an Employee-Centric Design)

Develop all program
resources as interactive
and dynamic tools,
increasing usability

Track participant
progress through
performance reports
and dashboards

Implement a robust
blended/micro learning
strategy, increasing
efficiency and effectiveness

Leverage technology to
collect all feedback
regarding learning
preparation and completion

Enable mobile access
to program resources,
increasing accessibility

Use participant and program data to
calculate ROI and identify future
program enhancements

facts to consider
Incorporate game-based
learning experiences to
drive engagement and motivation

Implement
point-of-use
technology for
on-demand access
to information and
learning

Enable the capturing and
sharing of best practices
over a mobile platform

1 in 3

employees say that
uninspiring content is
a barrier to learning

48%

of the
workforce
will be

Millennials

by 2020

78%

of employees
prefer to learn
from their peers

?
?

?

the learner
Who is the audience
(demographic, role)?

What do they need to do
better/differently on the job?
What skills and knowledge
does the audience need to
perform adequately?
Are there role-specific
motivators to consider for
this audience?

content

the
organization

What content needs to be
structured, and what just needs
to be accessible?

What is the organizational tolerance
for learning? What is the
“learning culture”?

What delivery methods should
be used to provide the best
possible learning experience
(before, during, and after formal
training?

How much time can be
dedicated to learning?

How should the content be
structured and housed to
support just-in-time access,
when necessary?

Are there any known/anticipated
organizational
challenges/roadblocks to learning
implementation and success?

How frequently does the content
change?

considerations for

the learning
experience

tracking &
measurement
What audience performance
data should be
tracked/measured before,
during and after any formal
training?
What other data does the
business find important to
measure? For what purpose?
How critical is “real-time”
access to data?

!
technology
&
communication infrastructure
& promotion
What “visibility” will/should this
program have within the organization?
To what degree does the learning
program need to be
promoted/communicated internally
and/or externally? To whom?
What information needs to be
communicated to various audiences,
and at what frequency?
Who should the messaging come from?

What infrastructure exists to
support learning?

What technologies does the
organization have available to
access and support learning?
What are the limitations?
Features that may be
leveraged?
How might one or more
technology be used to
positively impact the learning
experience?

access
to others

Who does the audience interface with on a regular
basis, particularly related to the desired
performance?
Are there opportunities to leverage mentors and/or
peers to support learning? How?
How may these relationships be leveraged to support
the learning experience?
What role can/should leadership play throughout the
learning cycle?
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